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Deceived by Wine or Strong Drink 
Proverbs 20:1 

 

 “Wine is a mocker, strong drink is raging: and whosoever is deceived 
thereby is not wise.” - Proverbs 20:1. 

This three-chapter section in Proverbs, 19-22, speaking of various proverbs 
that give instruction and regulation regarding various aspects of personal 
conduct.  It is interesting that Solomon here speaks in contrast to the features of 
a good life described in 19:16–23 (spoken of in another writing); and that it is 
the description in these prior verses that are at odds with the scoffer or mocker. 
This person is a complete reprobate and the quintessential fool. Of such a person 
it can be said:  

1. The only hope for correcting his stubborn attitude lies in beatings, 
which may or may not have the desired effect (19:25);  

2. He has no respect for parents (19:26);  
3. He will not listen to sound teaching (19:27);  
4. He rejects all notions of right and wrong (19:28); and  
5. Again, he gets beaten for his behavior (19:29).  
6. Finally, here in v1, wine is called a mocker and strong drink a 

brawler.  

That is, to put things briefly, excessive drinking leads to picking fights as 
well as to an abandonment of principles of right and wrong. It is implied that 
drunkenness is common among “scoffers”, or to those who already have a 
mental/spiritual disposition toward not taking the truth of God anything more 
than something to be made fun of; and certainly as something to be cast aside as 
foolishness.  To “mock” in the OT was to make fun of or to belittle a thing or a 
person.  The point is that the indulgence in wine, and to its’ intoxicating effects, 
leads to the mocking of the more serious things around us.   

“Wine is a mocker, strong drink is raging: and whosoever is deceived 
thereby is not wise.” - Proverbs 20:1. 

A “mocker” is one who chatters excessively, who speaks boastful 
concerning his own opinions concerning an issue at hand.  It is almost like they 
are talking to “hear themselves talk” so to speak.  We note that the verse tells us 
that “Wine is a mocker”.  it does not merely say that wine makes one a mocker.  
The implication here is that wine reduces the normal restraints that one who 
have in place to keep one from doing what is in view.  It truly goes overcomes 
those restraints and all but causes one to do that which they normally would not 
do.  Hence, they use of the word “mocker”.  It is not so much that the feelings 
and opinions in view are not present in the mind of the person we are thinking of 
(for our purposes, this is a hypothetical individual).  It can remove, at least to 
some degree, those normal barriers that act as restrainer to these negative 
emotions and demonstrations of same.   
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This is not to say that, in believers at least, God’s Holy Spirit neither can or 
does act as a restrainer to such demonstrations.  It is simply to say that Solomon 
saw it as a truth that wine and strong drink was not in any way helpful to this 
restraining, but, instead acts as a release.  It does not “overcome” the acting of 
the Spirit, but like any other unwise and fleshly indulgence men (not just males) 
can give themselves to, God warns and helps, but ultimately and as with most 
such fleshly things, submission is a matter our human will. 

“Wine is a mocker, strong drink is raging: and whosoever is deceived 
thereby is not wise.” - Proverbs 20:1. 

The two things spoken of in this verse seem to speak of two “levels” or 
manifestations of this same idea.  The wine serves to give vent to the thoughts 
and opinions buried to some degree in our minds.  It hastens and weakens what 
would normally be the restraint we would show to the expression what is 
floating around inside of us.  “Strong drink”, on the other hand, seems to speak 
of a heightened degree of much the same thing.  Whereas wine causes one to 
speak in an unrestrained fashion, it seems that “strong drink” so weakens any 
reserve that those, who normally wouldn’t be, are given to strong and even 
intense expressions of self and/ or opinions and thoughts.  The idea is that of 
roaring or shouting, the idea of the verbal and perhaps even a mild 
demonstration of anger.   

The final point of the verse is that any sufficient intake of wine or alcohol is 
a matter of deception on the part of the one drinking it.  First, we need to see that 
this idea is applied to “whosoever”, that is there are NO exceptions.  I suppose 
there could be the odd individual for whom alcohol has little or even no effect, 
but I’ve never heard of such a one; but then, I am not a researcher in these types 
of matters.   

Wine has, so Solomon tells us, a definitively negative effective on ALL 
who take it in.  There are many who enjoy it in reasonable amounts, but it starts 
its’ negative effect virtually as soon as imbibing begins.  It is interesting that the 
idea portrayed here is that these negative effects also betray a failed 
understanding of, or an unwillingness to yield to the clear and obvious effects of 
this indulgence.   

We note that Solomon’s conclusion is that the one who indulges in the 
partaking of such is to be “led astray”.  The word “led astray” speaks if a 
deviation from ones’ proper path, or the expected path that ought to have been 
taken.  That going aside can be seen to happen in several physical fashions.  One 
can stagger, one can go astray in the process of doing what is necessary to lead 
others in an improper path, or one can simply head in a wrong direction due to 
being wrong or unfamiliar with what is the right direction. 

Whatever the origination of this wrong direction, Solomon tells us that it is 
“unwise” to allow it to continue.  The “it” mentioned can be applied to either the 
reference to wine OR to the reference to strong drink.  Whichever, it is an 
unwise direction in which to head.  BTW, the implication is that this path in 
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which one heads in is one that, at least to some degree, is pursued with a portion 
of knowledge about both the negativity and the effects of the path taken.  The 
pursuit, a knowing pursuit, is unwise according to Solomon’s statement here.   

As we have noted in other posts, “wise” means to act according to known 
instruction and teaching.  One does what one knows is best to do.  This goes 
help us with just what the negative of the word means.  It speaks of failing to do 
what one knows is the good or best way to act.  In other words, wine and strong 
drink act to lead the imbiber to act in a fashion that they KNOW they ought no 
act.  Granted it may be enjoyable, but still is unwise.   

This passage actually begins a new theme of temperance (see 23:20, 21, 29–
35; 31:4, 5). Wine was grape juice mixed with water to dilute it, but strong drink 
was unmixed (see note on Eph. 5:18). While the use of these beverages is not 
specifically condemned (Deut. 14:26), being intoxicated always is (Is. 28:7). 
Rulers were not to drink, so their judgment would not be clouded nor their 
behavior less than exemplary (see 31:4, 5). See 1 Tim 3:3. mocker … brawler.  
“Mocker” is the same word as “scoffer” in 19:25, 29; a brawler is violent, loud, 
and uncontrolled. Both words describe the personality of the drunkard. 

 

Just to rethink our interpretation here, by “wine” we understand the 
fermented juice of the grape, by “strong drink” other fermented liquor, both 
intoxicating in their nature. What is predicated of the one may be equally of the 
other. Each, when taken in excess, betrays to sins of indecent mirth and 
ungoverned passion. Hence he who would be wise will take good heed to escape 
being beguiled by either. They are here personified, as though the demon of 
mockery and wild recklessness lay concealed within them. 

We can think of several illustrations to underscore the teaching here: 
 What need of warning when such righteous men as Noah and Lot 

were thus deceived to their own shame!  
 By what a reckless spirit were not Benhadad, Ahasuerus, Herod 

Antipas possessed over their cups, leading to defeat, outrage, 
murder!  

 Our Lord warns all His disciples against “drunkenness,” in which 
the day of reckoning may come upon them unawares (Luke 21:34); 
and  

 His ministering servants specially, (is not the case of Nadab and 
Abihu a warning? Lev. 10:1, 2, 8, 9) against a habit which, of all 
others, renders its victims profane and foolhardy (Luke 12:45). 

To think a moment regarding the application here - As an individual and as 
a citizen, this proverb is for me. Let me not think myself safe, however sober my 
habits may have been. For it is of the nature of this temptation to “deceive.” 
Many not on their guard have been insensibly lured onwards till they have 
fallen; and one fall, how often has it been succeeded by others! Yet I am not 
bound to abjure any and/or all intoxicating liquor, though it may be “expedient” 
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to do so, if not as an individual, yet as a citizen, and still more as a member of 
Christ’s Body.  

The Bible furnishes many proofs that, in itself, intoxicating drink is not 
prohibited by God. Nay,  

 Under certain conditions and circumstances, He Himself has 
commended and even enjoined it.  

 Moreover, our Master partook of it at social meals, or the offensive 
charge of being a “winebibber” would have had no point.  

 He created it also for the wedding party at Cana, and (may we not say?)  
 He hallowed its use in His installation of the Supper He commanded to 

be remembered by His followers.  

True, the strong drinks of the present day are hardly to be compared with 
the more innocuous, fermented liquors of the Jews. And, therefore, those 
passages in the Bible which commend their wines are less applicable to ours, 
and those which caution against them are even more so. My duty clearly is, as 
one who would be “wise,” to be very moderate and very guarded in their use, 
and I may even feel myself bound as a citizen and a Christian, in view of the 
fearful evils resulting from their abuse, to abstain from them, for the sake of 
example and influence, in part or altogether.  But that is not the absolute 
command of the Bible but, in that individual case, and for various individual 
reasons, would be an acceptable choice. 


